We present a novel binocular stimulus without conventional disparity cues whose presence and depth are revealed by sequential monocular stimulation (delay P 80 ms). Vertical white lines were occluded as they passed behind an otherwise camouflaged black rectangular target. The location (and instant) of the occlusion event, decamouflaging the targetÕs edges, differed in the two eyes. Probe settings to match the depth of the black rectangular target showed a monotonic increase with simulated depth. Control tests discounted the possibility of subjects integrating retinal disparities over an extended temporal window or using temporal disparity. Sequential monocular decamouflage was found to be as precise and accurate as conventional simultaneous stereopsis with equivalent depths and exposure durations.
Introduction
Binocular cues to depth can be divided into two groups. While research has generally concentrated on comparisons of matching features between monocular images (binocular disparity), much depth information can also be gleaned from unmatched areas arising from the occlusion or camouflage of a feature in one monocular image while it is visible in the other. Though this vital binocular source of depth information was appreciated by the likes of Euclid and da Vinci, it was largely excluded from empirical investigation until the end of the 20th century.
An example of this phenomenon is the Phantom Surface Grove, Gillam, & Ono, 2002; see Fig. 5A) . This is based on stereograms in which each view consists of two narrow black vertical bars of equal height and separation on a white background, but for which a central portion of the left bar is omitted in the right eye while the equivalent central portion of the right bar is omitted for the left eye. When the stereo half-images are viewed simultaneously, subjects observe a white ''phantom'' rectangle hovering in front of the central region of the bars, accounting for the fact that the central portions of the bars are monocular. These monocular regions can be thought of as revealing the presence of an occluding feature, effectively ''decamouflaging'' it. showed that for all of their subjects, an increase in the width of the vertical bars caused an increased percept of depth. Crucially, this reveals that the depth percept given by this stimulus is quantitative, rather than just giving qualitative information, or specifying depth order, such as in the pictorial depth cue of occlusion.
A related phenomenon has been reported by Shimojo, Silverman, and Nakayama (1988) , where the constraints of occlusion geometry are imposed upon a laterally moving stimulus. When a vertical bar is moved, for example rightward, behind an aperture, it appears by the left edge of the aperture first in the right eye before it is revealed in the left eye. It is also occluded by the right edge of the aperture with the same delay and temporal order for the two eyes. For a given combination of bar speed, depth and aperture width, the eyes may be stimulated sequentially, i.e., the instant of its disappearance in the right eye coincides with its appearance in the left eye. In their second experiment, stimuli were never simultaneously visible to the left and right eyes. Depth matches to these stimuli were plotted as a function of interocular asynchrony (IOA). Subjects made near-veridical matches for stimuli that appeared in one eye at the instant that they disappeared in the other (the ''perfect-relay case'', where IOA is 50 ms).
Before concluding that such depth effects are the result of the constraints of monocular half-occlusion, the potential operation of conventional disparity mechanisms must be ruled out. It has long been known that depth can be recovered from disparate stereoscopic images when a short interocular delay is introduced (Efron, 1957; Langlands, 1926; Ogle, 1963; Ross & Hogben, 1974; Wist, 1970; Wist & Gogel, 1966) . It has also been shown that for even longer delays, depth can be seen in displays with no disparity (Ross, 1974 ; see also Burr & Ross, 1979) . As pointed out by Ross (1974) , the latter situation arises in everyday vision when a horizontally moving object is tracked. The distant background stimulates first one eye and then the other. Indeed, Ross (1974) reports that his delayed stereogram appears to ''stream from right to left'' as would be predicted if the delay had been caused either by eye movements in the opposite direction or by the motion of a distant object behind an aperture. It is possible that Shimojo et al.Õs depth percept could have occurred over a short interocular delay by the observer matching the end of the stimulus path in one eye with the beginning of its path in the other (resulting in a disparity equal to or near the width of the aperture). Alternatively, subjects could have derived their depth percept by matching monocular stimuli in the same locations over a longer interocular delay, as demonstrated by Ross (1974) .
In the present study, we show evidence of quantitative perceived depth in a novel stimulus lacking disparity information. Our stimulus depicts a black rectangle, entirely camouflaged against a black background. When a white vertical line becomes partially occluded by passing behind the rectangle, the positions of its edges are revealed in each eye with an interocular delay (see Fig. 1 ). We refer to this as sequential monocular decamouflage. The rectangle is presented with a simulated near depth (relative to the fixation plane) in terms of the details of binocular geometry. However, since the (usually camouflaged) target is revealed by a series of one pixelwide lines, the positions of its monocular edges are never defined by luminance contrast features, and the rectangle cannot be said to have a disparity in any conventional sense. Instead, we refer to the difference in position between the rectangleÕs invisible monocular edges as a ''quasi-disparity'' 1 . We believe that this display affords us certain methodological advantages in addition to the elimination of matchable luminance edges. Using slow speeds for the decamouflaging lines it is possible to present stimuli with small quasi-disparities yet large interocular delays. As such, the delays for this stimulus range from 80 to 240 ms, with additional control tests confirming that no reliable depth could be perceived from a brief, sequential binocular presentation at the parameters employed. In addition, our depth percept concerns a stationary object. The edges of the target rectangle never stimulate corresponding retinal points, preventing the possibility that depth could emerge purely from an extended interocular delay (Ross, 1974) .
It was imperative that subjects could not recover any useful disparity information from this sequential monocular decamouflage condition. Though our decamouflaging lines were only one pixel in width and their motion was relatively slow, it is possible that through gradual screen luminance decay and/or visible persistence, subjects could have perceived them as being ''smeared'' over several pixels. This could have permitted a percept of an actual luminance edge of the black rectangle whose disparity could then have been calculated if disparity signals were integrated over a long interocular delay. For this reason we ran control trials where the (usually black) rectangle was made white, and hence fully visible against the black background. We refer to this as the sequential disparity condition. To match the temporal details of the decamouflage stimulus as closely as possible, it was presented only briefly with disparities and interocular delays equal to those in the sequential monocular decamouflage condition. Though the monocular locations of the rectangle differed (just as in the decamouflage stimulus), a disparity signal would only be useful if it could be integrated over the substantial interocular delays that were employed (P80 ms). If subjects showed equivalent performance in the sequential monocular decamouflage and sequential disparity conditions, we would not be able to discount disparity processing as being responsible for the depth effect shown with decamouflage stimuli.
We sought to compare the performance shown on the decamouflage task with depth matching performance for targets that contained conventional disparity cues. Since edge information is only presented transiently in the decamouflage stimulus, a briefly presented disparity comparison condition represents an appropriate control. This was again achieved by making the target rectangle white instead of (camouflaged) black, and periodically flashing it to both eyes simultaneously for one frame only. We refer to this as the simultaneous disparity condition.
Pilot data showed a quantitative percept of depth in the black rectangle from increasing quasi-disparity, made evident by increasing disparity settings of the matching probe. The speed of the white decamouflaging lines was constant, leading to a fixed relationship between quasi-disparity and interocular delay. It is possible that subjects could have formed a qualitative percept from sequential monocular decamouflage, but made quantitative settings of disparity by responding to this correlate. Here, we evaluate this possibility by systematically varying the speed of the decamouflaging lines to break the correlation between quasi-disparity and interocular delay. More specifically, a zero-correlation design was used, such that for all three levels of quasi-disparity used, the same interocular delays were present, and vice versa. This allows us to perform analyses of probe setting as a function of (a) quasi-disparity (averaging across interocular delay) and (b) interocular delay (averaging across quasi-disparity) to establish which of our independent variables is responsible for the quantitative depth percept.
Method

Sequential monocular decamouflage
Binocular images were displayed on two Samsung SynchMaster 957DF CRT monitors and viewed through a mirror stereoscope. Each monitor was synchronised at a rate of 150 Hz, and subtended 24.3 · 19 deg at the viewing distance of 86 cm. Convergence was adjusted to correspond to the appropriate angle for this value whilst ensuring that lines of sight were perpendicular to each monitor.
A field of 800 randomly positioned white dots (2 · 2 min) covered the black background except for a centrally placed horizontal strip (see Fig. 2 ). A white central fixation cross was used to control eye movements. These features having a disparity of zero served as stereoscopic reference points. A black rectangle (32 · 24 min) was placed 36 min above the centre of the fixation cross and placed in a random horizontal location within 24 min of the centre of the display. Though this feature was entirely camouflaged against the black background, its invisible edges could have a quasi-disparity of 6, 8 or 12 min. White vertical lines (2 · 48 min) separated by a horizontal gap of 48 min were also centred 36 min above the fixation cross and moved horizontally at zero disparity (relative to stationary fixation cross and random dot field). In half of the trials, motion was leftward, and in the other half, rightward. As the white lines disappeared at the end point of their motion, new moving lines replaced them at the opposite side of the screen. Though the top and bottom sections of these lines were always visible, a central portion disappeared as each passed the black rectangle 2 . Consequently, the monocular positions of the targetÕs vertical edges were sequentially revealed.
Within each of the quasi-disparities tested (6, 8, and 12 min), three sub-conditions existed, wherein the speed of the decamouflaging lines was manipulated to ensure one of three interocular delays (80, 160, and 240 ms). The speeds necessary to produce this combination of disparities and interocular delays are shown in Table 1 .
Four experienced psychophysical observers matched the perceived depth of the black target rectangle by manipulating the disparity of an anti-aliased circular Gaussian probe (standard deviation 6 min). This depth probe was centred 36 min below the centre of the fixation cross and was presented with a random initial disparity within ±20 min of the fixation plane. Subjects were able to adjust their settings without time restrictions until they were confident of an accurate depth match. Though two subjects were generally aware of the aims of the experiment (BG and PG), they had no knowledge of the details of specific conditions. The remaining two (BS and JC) were entirely naïve. After several practice sessions, each subject completed four blocks of probe settings. Each of these contained two repetitions at each of the nine combinations (one for leftward and one for rightward horizontal directions of motion) presented in a random order. As such, there were eight total settings made for each of the nine conditions, or 24 values when data are averaged across the three levels of either interocular delay, or quasi-disparity.
Sequential disparity cue
Here, the subject was presented with a white rectangular target for only one video frame (duration 6.7 ms), repeated every 960 ms (i.e., temporal frequency 1.04 Hz). However, the presentations were not simultaneous for the two eyes, but contained interocular delays equal to those experienced in the sequential monocular decamouflage condition. The timing of these presentations coincided with the passage of the white lines past the targetÕs centre in each monocular half-image independently. In all other respects, the method was identical to that used for the sequential monocular decamouflage tests covered earlier.
Simultaneous disparity cue
Here, the subject was presented with a white rectangular target that was visible in one frame only. Monocular half-images were presented to each eye simultaneously. These presentations were timed to coincide with the frame in which the white vertical lines passed the mean horizontal position of the left and right targetsÕ centres. All other methodological details remained unchanged. Since all monocular presentations were simultaneous, no interocular delay existed for any condition. Nonetheless, tests included all quasi-disparities and line speeds as before.
Results
Due to a lack of any difference between data for each direction of line motion, results for these two conditions were combined for all tasks.
Sequential monocular decamouflage
Depth probe settings and their associated 95% confidence intervals are shown in Fig. 3 probe disparity setting as a function of quasi-disparity (averaging across interocular delay), Fig. 3B instead uses interocular delay as the abscissa (averaging across quasidisparity). From Fig. 3A , it is clear that all subjects make progressively increasing probe settings as a function of quasi-disparity in the absence of any change in interocular delay. Indeed, data are near to veridical for two subjects, while the other two show some overestimation of depth. Just noticeable differences (JNDs), estimated from subjectsÕ standard deviations, fall in the range 0.85-1.98 min. The phenomenon of quantitatively increasing settings was confirmed by statistically significant linear regressions for each subject (p < 0.0001). This is clear evidence for sequential monocular decamouflage as a quantitative depth cue. All subjects showed large response gains (range 0.41-0.82), and a positive intercept (range 1.5-7.5 min). However, the same cannot be said when results are replotted in terms of interocular delay (Fig. 3B) . Here, there is no positive correlation between depth setting and interocular delay in absence of quasi-disparity. If anything, as interocular delay is increased, there is something of a decline in the degree of depth perceived. From these data, we can confidently reject the hypothesis that subjects were responding on the basis of changes in the degree of interocular delay.
Figs. 3C-F show data from each level of interocular delay plotted separately as a function of quasi-disparity, for each subject. Along with increasing depth percepts for each data set, a general trend emerges where shorter interocular delays yield higher depth estimates.
Sequential disparity cue
Probe disparity settings for this condition can be seen in Fig. 4 , where each interocular delay condition is plotted separately. For two of our subjects (BG and JC), depth percepts showed no correspondence with target disparity; with one subject perceiving no depth for any stimulus while the other saw all targets at a far depth of approximately constant magnitude. Our other two subjects (PG and BS) showed some limited ability to recover disparity information only at the lowest of the three levels of interocular delay (80 ms). For subject PG, data reveal a tendency to underestimate disparity for this condition. BSÕs settings, in contrast, show a substantial overestimation. While PG makes probe settings in the fixation plane for the other two levels of delay, subject BS perceives them to be at approximately the same near depth regardless of their disparity. Fig. 4 shows the results of matching our persistently visible Gaussian probe to a brief, simultaneously presented rectangular target. Here, three out of four subjects overestimate disparity in the target, making settings that are higher than veridical. Though slopes of regression equations are near 1 (range 1.12-1.24), intercepts are variable (range 0.87-1.73 min). In addition, the precision of depth settings (JND range 0.38-1.95 min) is close to the level shown for sequential monocular decamouflage stimuli. The other subject (author BG) shows approximately veridical perceived depth (slope = 0.99; intercept = 0.17; JNDs 0.52-0.92 min).
Simultaneous disparity cue
Discussion
The results presented above show conclusively that all subjects see an increasing degree of depth as quasidisparity is increased, confirming that sequential monocular decamouflage is a quantitative binocular depth cue. The fact that subjects are not capable of perceiving any increased depth when a visible target is presented with any of a range of actual disparities and an interocular delay beyond 80 ms (sequential disparity condition), we can confidently rule out the use of any disparity signal integrated over an extended temporal window for the sequential monocular decamouflage stimuli. Even at a delay of 80 ms, no subjectÕs depth percepts for the sequential disparity condition (Fig. 4) correspond to their depth percept for the sequential monocular decamouflage condition (Fig. 3) . Despite the ability of two subjects to extract limited disparity information over an interocular delay of 80 ms, this cue does not appear to be contributing to the percept gleaned through sequential monocular decamouflage.
For the sequential monocular decamouflage condition, two subjects (BG and PG) made veridical depth matches across a range of quasi-disparities. The slight tendency towards overestimation of depth (compared to the predictions of binocular geometry) by the other two is reminiscent of data reported by , where disparity probe matches to the depth of a phantom surface (JC and BS) involved overestimations (compared to the geometric constraint) in 18 out of 20 matches. However, whereas for Gillam and Nakayama (1999) binocular geometry imposed a constraint only of minimum perceived depth, here the depth was uniquely predicted, given one assumption: that the black rectangle is stationary. Though this unique prediction seems to have been effective for two subjects, we considered the possibility that the phenomenon of induced motion (Duncker, 1929) may have contaminated the results of the other two. In view of the fact that other features (the white lines) do pass the black rectangle, it is possible that such a process might cause the black rectangle to appear to move (despite its reappearance in the same location as successive lines pass). If the stationary rectangle appeared to move in the opposite direction from the white bars for two of our observers, this might cause depth to be overestimated. However, since subjects did not report a percept of rectangle motion, we can do no more than speculate on the cause of this inaccuracy.
To the knowledge of these authors, the overestimation of depth for briefly presented targets (simultaneous disparity condition) shown for our naïve observers is a novel result. Though many researchers have published findings on the precision of disparity discrimination between two targets both presented for the same brief duration (Harwerth, Fredenberg, & Smith, 2003; McKee, Levi, & Bowne, 1990; Watt, 1987) , the accuracy of depth estimation for brief stimuli is not known. It is likely that such stimuli cause a large degree of recruitment of the transient stereopsis system as opposed to the sustained system. It has been claimed that the transient system is preferentially responsive to short durations, and responds to larger disparities, while the sustained system prefers stimuli with a longer duration and a smaller disparity (Edwards & Schor, 1999; Kontsevich & Tyler, 2000; Schor, Edwards, & Sato, 2001) . It is interesting to note that a similar phenomenon has been reported for grating stereograms, where transient stimuli were seen as having a larger depth than equivalent sustained stimuli (Edwards & Schor, 1999) . However, such stimuli have many valid disparity matches (due to the fundamental aliasing problems involved with periodic stimuli). The transient system, it seems, was more likely to register the larger disparity. Interestingly, overestimation still occurred in our stimuli even though they suffer no such ambiguity, instead having only one possible disparity.
The concepts of partial camouflage and partial occlusion are intrinsically related in the field of binocular depth perception. Both vertical and horizontal differences between binocular image features can arise due to differential occlusion in each eye by a more proximal object. Such differences can create a percept of depth in a subjective occluder even when the occluding object is not specified by a luminance edge in either eye (Anderson, 1994; Grove, Byrne, & Gillam, 2005; Malik et al., 1999) . Each of these variations of the phantom stimulus (shown in Figs. 5A and B) has been shown to support a quantitative percept of depth in the occluding object (Anderson, 1994; Malik et al., 1999) . Though these phenomena are often described as demonstrations of the importance of partial occlusion as a depth cue, they could perhaps be more specifically described as examples of the less familiar phenomenon of decamouflage, since it is the partially camouflaged, not the partially occluded features that appear in depth. Being the same luminance as the background, the occluder is not specified by an edge. It is largely camouflaged, though its presence is revealed (i.e., it is decamouflaged) in locations where it occludes other more distant features. produced a further demonstration of partial camouflage as a quantitative depth cue (see Fig. 5C ). On a white background, a black binocular figure was presented into which a white object intruded in one eyeÕs view. This object appeared in depth relative to the binocular object. Here, the monocular objectÕs lack of visibility in one eye is accounted for by its camouflage against the background in that eye. Furthermore, the perceived depth of the partially camouflaged feature followed a predictable pattern, appearing to lie at the minimum possible depth given the constraints of binocular geometry. This corresponds to a solution where the camouflaged monocular image is assumed to be as close to the black binocular object as possible without overlapping it, and hence breaking camouflage. Cook and GillamÕs (2003) display is similar to ours in that the locations of the edges of our phantom rectangle are only ever decamouflaged in one eye at a time. However, the two phenomena must be distinct. If our stimulus did rely on an identical process, obeying the minimum depth constraint on a frame-by-frame basis, we would expect the perceived depth of our moving stimuli to be very small, with probe settings at a disparity equal to the width of a vertical line (2 min), and to show no variation with quasi-disparity. The dynamic display for the sequential monocular decamouflage stimulus contains more information than Cook and GillamÕs (2003) static case, revealing the position of both of the occluderÕs edges in each eye over time. The visual system is able to combine and integrate information from the entire motion sequence, yielding a precise and reasonably accurate perceived depth that increases with quasi-disparity. Brooks and Gillam (2005) have also presented evidence in another context of humans using the extra information that develops throughout a motion sequence to extract depth information over time, reaching a stable percept of object structure and 3D motion for a stimulus lacking binocularly matchable features.
The effect demonstrated in this study appears to involve the integration of the positions of the occluder between the two eyes that are somehow stored for some time. Despite the fact that quantitative depth was seen for all subjects at all interocular delays, perceived depth is clearly reduced for each subject as delay is increased (see Figs. 3C-F) . Though data have not been collected for delays beyond 240 ms, it seems reasonable to assume that there must be a finite maximum delay over which sequential monocular decamouflage may operate, though this limit is clearly longer than that for conventional disparity computations.
In conclusion, we have established sequential monocular decamouflage as a novel quantitative binocular cue to stimulus depth. Subjects make increasing settings as quasi-disparity is increased, often demonstrating a veridical depth percept. Performance is inconsistent with responding on the basis of disparity integrated over an extended temporal window, or on the basis of interocular delay per se. . (B) Subjective occluder stimuli first used by . See also Anderson (1994) for an earlier demonstration using more complicated stimuli. (C) Monocular camouflage stimuli used by .
